
2H Final question stems 

Tone:  

1. Between which of the following paragraphs does the author’s tone shift. 

2. After the shift, the tone could be identified as: 

3. In the text, the speaker uses ____ such as “X”, “Y”, and “Z” to create what type of tone? 

4. The speaker’s tone is best described as _____.  

5. Which of the following lines reveal the speaker’s tone taken towards those who [do something]? 

Rhetorical appeals  

6. How do lines X-Y serve as an example of ____ appeal (logos/pathos/ethos)? 

7. By including [a detail], the speaker effectively uses what rhetorical appeal?  

8. The speaker appeals to his audience’s sense of emotion in all of the following lines EXCEPT 

9. Which of the following appeals to the audience’s sense of logic? 

Devices/purpose  

10. What is ironic about _____? 

11. The author relies most heavily on this technique: 

12. What can be inferred from the underlined portion (from cited text)? 

13. By including [a detail] the speaker is attempting to do what?  

14. Which of the following statements is best supported by the ideas presented in both pieces?  

15. In the text, the speaker’s primary purpose in stating, “____” is to do all of the following EXCEPT 

16. The speaker’s use of “____” throughout the piece is to do all of the following EXCEPT 

17. The speaker repeats the phrase “X” throughout the piece to  

18. In lines X-Y, the speaker includes a reference to ____ to 

19. The speaker presents all of the following EXCEPT 
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